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My research field is in Algebra and Representation Theory. I'm now investigating the process 
of categorification, in particular applied to Representation Theory of k-algebras. This leads 
to the study of representations (called 2-representations) of 2-categories.

In the mid 90', Crane and Frenkel introduced the idea of replacing set-theoretical notions with 
category-theoretical  analogue.  Since  categories  are  objects  with  lots  of  properties  and 
relations, their aim was to use their structures to solve their mathematical problems.

The idea of categorification is to replace "simpler" objects with  "more complicated" ones in 
order to get information on the former objects from the extra structures of the latter. This 
process is understood only with a comparison with its comparison. The decategorification is a 
more simple (and even uniquely well defined) process that permits the passage from k-linear 
categories (categories) to k-vector spaces (abelian groups).  This construction involves the 
(split or not depending on the case) Grothendieck group. Conversely, a k-linear category is a 
categorification of a vector space if its Grothendieck group is isomorphic to this vector space, 
i.e. if the decategorification of the category is this vector space.

There is not a unique way to build a categorification and sometimes there is no idea how to 
build one.

In particular I'm interested in Representation Theory of k-algebras, so essentially there are 
two methods of applying categorification to this problem.

First (weak) method: let consider a finitely generated algebra A and a list of its generators. 
Given  a  module  M  of  A,  each  generator  gives  a  morphism  from  M  to  M.  A  weak 
categorification for this is a tuple composed by a category C, whose decategorification   is 
isomorphic to M as a k-vector space, and a set of functors, whose decategorifications are the 
morphisms induced by the generators of A. The problem with this kind of categorification is 
that we have to impone additional conditions on the functors according to multiplication rules 
between generators of A. We would like to have a structure that embeds all this property in a 
unique fashion.

Second method: Instead of using categories we use 2-categories. Roughly speaking they are 
structure composed by objects, morphisms and morphisms between morphisms (and not only 
objects and morphisms as for categories). These structures are categories enriched over the 
category of small categories and this means that for each couple of objects the morphism 
space is a category. The decategorification for a 2-category C is a category having as objects 
the same objects of    C and as morphisms spaces the decategorifications of the categories 
corresponding to the morphism spaces of C. Obviously, a categorification of a category D is a 
2-category whose decategorification is equivalent to the category D. So, taken A k-algebra, 
we consider a category CA with one object and as many morphisms as the element of A. A 
categorification of A is a categorification of CA. A 2-category that makes this categorification 
to be true embeds in its structure all the relations that in the first and weak case we imposed at 
the  end,  so  it  is  a  more  precise  method.  Moreover,  differently  from  above,  we  started 
categorificating  the  algebra  instead  of  a  module.  Now,  in  this  setting  a  module  is  a 
representation (2-representation) of this 2-category.
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